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https://researcheracademy.elsevier.com/navigating-peer-review/becoming-peer-reviewer
https://researcheracademy.elsevier.com/navigating-peer-review/fundamentals-peer-review


Link to this material
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http://erickunto.com/prereview


Behind peer-review

1. Why should you review? 
2. Editor’s view: what makes a good reviewer

Before agreeing to review

1. Do you have any conflicts of interest?
2. Are you an expert in this field?
3. Can I maintain confidentiality? and more...

Research and publication ethics

1. Research ethics 
2. Publication ethics
3. Image manipulation

Technical issue

1. Peer-review process
2. Pre-review timeline
3. Review template from Publons Academy
4. How to add comments and remove your
    personal information
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https://www.erickunto.com


—Helene Deutsch

“After all, the ultimate goal of all 
research is not objectivity,

but truth.”
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1. Why should you review? 
2. Editor’s view: what makes a good reviewer

01. Behind 
peer-review
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7Why should 
you review?

https://researcheracademy.elsevier.com/


Editor’s view: 
what makes a 
good reviewerGives

Demonstrates

Provides

a thorough and comprehensive report

the report on time

well-founded comments for authors

constructive criticism

objectivity

a clear recommendation to the editor

Submits

Provides

8
Provides

https://researcheracademy.elsevier.com/


5 Questions:

1. Do you have any conflicts of interest?
2. Are you an expert in this field?
3. Can I maintain confidentiality?
4. Can I provide a fair and constructive review?
5. Can I meet the deadline?

02. Before 
agreeing to 

review
9



be confident about your 
knowledge and be honest about 

your abilities

avoid reviewing 
collaborators/colleagues and 

competing papers

3. Confidentially 4. Fair & constructive

1. Conflict of interest 2. Expert in the field
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don’t disclose sensitive 
information and do consult 

colleagues for specific advice

be honest and critical 
be polite and constructive

Before agreeing
to review

5. Meet the deadline
be realistic about your time
be sure to submit on time

http://publons.com/community/academy


1. Research ethics 
2. Publication ethics
3. Data manipulation03. Ethics 11
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Research & 
publication 

ethics

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.8024882.v1


13Image 
manipulation



Read more about Ethical Guidelines for peer reviewers on COPE
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https://publicationethics.org/peerreview


1. Peer-review process
2. Pre-review timeline
3. Review template from Publons Academy
4. How to add comments and remove your
    personal information

04. Technical 
issue
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16Peer-review 
process

Adapted from: Ritu Dhand. (2019). Recognising the contribution of Nature Research journal referees. Link

http://blogs.nature.com/ofschemesandmemes/2019/04/16/recognising-the-contribution-of-nature-research-journal-referees


Read the guidelines
Check for journal guidelines 
& understand the aims and 

scope of the journal

Check your inbox
You will get Article Review 

Request and response to 
request

Give comments
Begin reviewing a paper, use 
professional tone and ask for 
clarification

Submit your report
Proof–read your emails & review 
and submit your comprehensive  

report on time

17Pre-review 
timeline

https://jurnal.unimor.ac.id/JBI


18review 
template

https://publons.com/community/academy
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https://publons.com/community/academy


20Add comments



21
Remove your 

personal 
information
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◂ COPE. Peer review processes. [Website]
◂ Enago Academy. (2018). Research and Publication Ethics: A Complete 

Guide to Conducting and Publishing Research Ethically. [Ebook]
◂ Enago Academy. (2018). Research and Publication Ethics. [Poster]
◂ Publons. Publons Academy. [Course]
◂ Researcher Academy. (2016). Fundamentals of peer review. [Courses]
◂ Researcher Academy. (2016). Becoming a peer reviewer. [Course]
◂ Ritu Dhand. (2019). Recognising the contribution of Nature Research 

journal referees. [Article]
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Does anyone have any questions?

erickunto@relawanjurnal.id
+62 856 4310 2840

erickunto.com

Thanks 23
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